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When your daughter turns eighteen, she is legally recognized as an adult and entitled to make her
own decisions. Whether as a present or as something she can acquire by dint of hard work, a car
would make an excellent birthday gift. Having a car to call oneâ€™s own is a great way to celebrate her
freedom and maturity as well as to signal her readiness to take on new challenges and pursue her
dreams.

Letâ€™s say your not-so-little girl is on her way to college or about to try her luck and independence in a
distant city or country. Either way, she can more efficiently accomplish various tasks by driving in
her own car. However, if you are not quite sure what car would suit her, here are a few selections to
consider.

CoupÃ©s and compact cars are known to epitomize efficiency, comfort, and style. These sleek
vehicles come equipped with advanced safety, security, and entertainment features any grown-up
woman would certainly appreciate. Because of their modest size, she shouldnâ€™t have any difficulties
maneuvering or parking it in tight spaces.

On the other hand, a number of automotive organizations agree that family sedans are more
suitable for young drivers because their sturdy bulk minimizes the likelihood of crush injuries during
collisions. Most sedan models are also equipped with anti-lock braking systems that enable safe
maneuvering and reduce the likelihood of skids. This feature also helps prevent damage to tires
during emergency brake situations.

Until recently, sport utility vehicles used to be the least recommended cars for teenagers;
fortunately, technological improvements enable them to rate better in terms of safety and as a
consequence help drive up auto sales Edmonton dealerships enjoy. Teenage drivers can drive any
distance in their SUVs and arrive intact. If your eighteen-year-old daughter is more of a tough, no-
nonsense individual with a steadfast spirit and a practical mind, a mini SUV would suit her well. Like
compact cars and coupÃ©s, mini sport utility vehicles have just enough seating for her and one or two
friends

Meanwhile, compact SUVs possess tough exteriors and provide a safe atmosphere that enable
young female drivers to drive with more confidence. Compact SUVs sold by car dealers Edmonton
parents approach have bigger passenger capacities, perfect for weekend getaways and trips out of
town with family and friends.

Car dealerships Edmonton parents trust also confirm that more female drivers now opt for pickup
trucks. Compact pickups, in particular, suit practical, young adult women. See whether your
daughter prefers a standard cab or a crew cab. For more information, see Edmunds.com.
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For more details, search a auto sales Edmonton, a car dealers Edmonton and a Car dealerships
Edmonton in Google for related information.
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